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Abstract—Emotion Detection is a part of Natural Language
Processing (NLP) that still evolve. Emotional Corpus that had
been widely used are Wordnet Affect Emotion (WNA) and
ANEW (Affective Norms for English Words). There are two ways
to analyze the text based Emotion Detection: Categorical and
Dimensional Model. Each model has different advantages and
disadvantages. And each model has a different concept to predict
emotion. The contribution of this research is forming automatic
emotional corpus with merging two computational model. It
called Corpus-Based of Emotion (CBE). CBE developed from
ANEW and WNA with term similarity measure and distance of
node approach. Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) is used too for
automatically expand CBE. The CBE attributes are a score of
Valence (V), Arousal (A), Dominance (D) and categorical label
emotion. Categorical label emotion based on six basic emotion of
Ekman. Based on experiment results, it is known that CBE is
able to improve the accuracy in detection of emotions. F-Measure
using WNA+ANEW is 0.50 and F-Measure using CBE with
expanding is 0.61.
Keywords — corpus of emotion; WNA; ANEW; Emotion
Detection; Categorical model, Dimensional model, LDA

I. INTRODUCTION
Emotion detection of text is a research that is considered
important in analyzing personal emotion. There are two ways
to analyze the emotion in text using computing system.. There
are Categorical Model and Dimensional Model [1]. Each
model has different of advantages and disadvantages.
In Categorical Model, the value of discrete elements
depends on the observed frequencies. The disadvantage of this
model is the document probably classify in the wrong
category. It happened because sometimes scientists use
different label emotions in emotions categorization. Six basic
Emotion of Ekman[1] became the label base of emotion for
others detection emotion research. Wordnet-Affect
Emotion[2] are affect lexical dataset which developed from
Wordnet[3]. It used in text processing based on the categorical
model. The WNA attributes are code term in wordnet, synset
character (noun, adverb, adjective or verb) and also synonym
synset.
Dimensional Model of Emotion presented in a dimensional
space. Russell in 1979, use Valence and Arousal in his
research[4]. It is illustrated with Circumplex model. In 1980,
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Plutchick developed the concept of space dimensions into a
corner in a vector space. The named is Plutchick model
Emotion[4]. In the middle of 1996, Mehrabian introduces the
emotion concept with a variety of 3-dimensional. There is
Pleasure-Arousal-Dominance[4]. ANEW[3] is Dataset that
most frequently used for dimensional emotion model. It has a
term attribute and value of Valance, Arousal, and Dominance.
Using this model, the dimension value of each term has no
effect to emotion categorization labels. But the disadvantages
is human cannot indicate clearly the label emotions for the
text document.
Francisco and Gervás [5] doing research for automated
marking up of text with the emotional label. They create List
of Emotional Words (LEW) which was indicating the
combination of emotional categories and emotional dimension
model. They used SAM for Corpus Annotation Method. 15
experts invited for contributing and evaluation of valence,
arousal, and dominance scores. Valence, arousal, and
dominance score is taken from the result of SAM and the
category of emotion label is annotated from the expert. The
automated tag in emotional categorization is done by checking
the word in LEW. Category emotion of the sentence can be
seen from the frequency of the number emotional label of
words[5]. Francisco combines LEW, ANEW [3] and
WordNet, as a knowledge base. But there were no automatic
tagging steps on words that have no value VAD and emotion
labels.
This research trying to merge the Dataset ANEW, WNA,
WordNet, Similarity measure of words and the concept of
distance between one node to another node on the space
dimensions. This research needs the nearest neighbor nodes
for getting the relation between terms. The result of this
research is formed new dataset that has the valence, arousal,
dominance scores and emotion label category. Euclidean
Distance method is used to analyze the distance between two
nodes in dimensional space. And for emotion label, CBE using
six basic emotions of Ekman (Anger, Sadness, Joy, Disgust,
Fear, and Surprise). In this research, there is a handling
method for the case of a word that has no value VAD and or
have no emotion label. It also has a step for expanding the
corpus with the help of methods of LDA (Latent Dirichlet
Allocation) [6].
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Wordnet is a lexical dataset that has a relation between the
synset. The synset is a synonym set. Many types of research in
Natural Language Processing, Data Mining, and other topic
used this dataset. The example, a business process application
is supported by wordnet[6].

The last step was Expand CBE. This step makes CBE can
be dynamic corpus when there are new training data. CBE was
able to adapt with mapping the existing term in the training
data into CBE.
A. Merging WNA and ANEW
WNA and Anew have different data format. So, before
merging, it needed to assign standardization of the attributes
into CBE attribute. CBE have attributes: term, value of
Valence-Arousal-Dominance and label emotion.
B. Automatic Tagging of incomplete data
Autotagging data process is done when there are
incomplete data in the merged process. From merging process,
would be found the data which has no label emotion and or no
value dimensions. Figure 3 explain the process of autotagging.

Fig 1. Mapping six basic emotion in dimensional space[7]

The purpose of this research is to establish a corpus-based
of emotion with automatically that. That have a valence,
arousal and dominance score (dimension scores) and emotion
labels. So it can be used for emotion detection using
categorical and dimensional models. If the label emotion does
not match, the researchers can use dimension value as a
reference. The problem is how to establish a model of
automatic tagging for the case of an incomplete value of the
term. The values are dimension score and categorization label.
Thus the CBE becomes complex.
Fig 3. Step of Autotagging Incomplete Data

II. METHODS
Basically, WNA Dataset and ANEW Dataset has the
different concepts. WNA Dataset only has label emotion and
ANEW Dataset only has scores of dimension. It cause-effect
when the method merged. There would be data without label
or dimension score. There are three stages in the establishment
of CBE:
1.

Merging WNA and ANEW

2.

Automatic tagging of incomplete data

3.

Expand CBE

Figure 2 show the step of the method proposed. By using
WNA and ANEW Dataset we can process incomplete data
become the complete data and complete dataset.

WNA

Merging of
data

ANEW

Autotagging of
incomplete
data

Fig 2. Step of the method proposed
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Expand
CBE

It begins with searching synonym of the term in WordNet.
And automatic tagging procedure executed when the system
doesn’t found a relation synonyms in a dataset. Autotagging
Incomplete data used similarity measure method for finding
the near neighbor of term x. There are several methods for
similarity measure: Wu-Palmer, JCN, LCH, LIN, RES, PATH,
LESK, Adapted LESK, and HSO [8]. Before using one of that
methods, this research trial to found correlation between the
distance of term (Euclidean Distance) and several methods of
the similarity measure. This research used the Adapted LESK
Method[9] because the score of Pearson Correlation[10]
indicated by 0.97.
As well as the concept of K-Nearest neighbors (KNN), this
study uses the close nodes to the model. The difference is Knearest is used for classification [11], while this research is
used to look for the score of VAD.
The main concept of this procedure is to look for the value
of VAD term with the help of the 5 nodes nearest neighbor. So
this procedure takes a few node that has a high Adapted-LESK
measure. Assumed that high score of Adapted-LESK measure,
it means high similarity. This research using 5 nodes of VAD:
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VADpc(VAD central of the cluster), VADy and VADz(VAD
of the nearest neighbor node), VADmin (VAD minimum), and
VADx(VAD of term x).
VAD score of a testing term is obtained using GaussJordan Elimination Method. Gauss-Jordan [12] have
characteristics of matrix reduction and processing matrix.
Gauss-Jordan can be used to solve linear equations with two
or more variables. Equation result of step no.10 can not be
categorized as linear equations with three variables. It takes
one more help coordinate node (VADmin), in order to obtain
the distance between the term x and the center coordinates
(ed).
ܸݔଵǡଵ
ܸݔ
 ଶǡଵ
ܸݔଷǡଵ

ݔܣଵǡଶ
ݔܣଶǡଶ
ݔܣଷǡଶ

ݔܦଵǡଷ ݇ͳ
ݔܦଶǡଷ ȁ݇ʹ
ݔܦଷǡଷ ݇͵

Fig 4. A typical 3x3 Augmented Matrix

The all process in Autotagging incomplete data is as follow:
1. The first step, we used to determine the core of the label
emotion, its serve as a center cluster of the label emotions
(VADpc). At this step, researchers determined the core of
the label emotion by taking a term that was definitely the
core of it. Selected cores are:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

‘Joy’ : term ‘joy’ with VAD (8.21,6.49,6.63)
‘Sad’ : term ‘sad’ with VAD (1.61,4.13,3.45)
‘Anger’ : term ‘angry’ with VAD (2.85,7.17,5.55)
‘Disgust’: term ‘disgusted’, VAD(2.45,5.42,2.59)
‘Fear’: term ‘fear’, VAD(2.76,6.96,3.22)
‘Surprise’: term ‘surprised’, VAD(7.47,7.47,6.11)

2. Matching its incomplete term to six center cluster of
VADpc by checking the similarity of Adapted LESK
(LESK2).
3. Choose the label emotion of the center cluster with the
highest LESK. Higher LESK close to similarity with “x”
term.
4. Took the center cluster of VAD --- (VADpc)
5. Through the CBE, examine similarities of LESK between
“x” term with other terms that had the same label emotion
and VAD’s value.
6. Took the VAD’s value with the highest LESK (LESK1
and LESK4). Example : VAD term y --- (VADy) and
VAD term z (VADz)

Fig 5. Mapping point of term
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7. As formulas (1), find the EucDist1 between VADy and
VADpc. Then find EucDist4 between VADpc and VADz.

(1)
8. Finding the value LESK1, LESK similarity between
VADpc with VADy; LESK2 value, LESK similarity
between VADpc with VADx; LESK3 value, LESK
similarity between VADy with VADx; LESK4 value,
LESK similarity between VADpc with VADz; LESK5
value, LESK similarity between VADz with VADx with
Adapted LESK methods.
9. Calculate EucDist2, EucDist3, and EUC Dist5 with the
proportionality concept. For EUC Dist2 can be searched by
the formula (2), but the score of LESK need normalized.
ாௌଵ
ா௨௦௧ଵ

ൌ

ாௌଶ

(2)

ா௨௦௧ଶ

10. Finding term minimal, the term that has VAD score
minimum in emotional category label.
11. Finding Adapted LESK between term x and term min
(LESKmin)
12. Finding EucDistmin:
ாௌହ
ா௨௦௧ହ

ൌ

ாௌ

(3)

ா௨௦௧

13. Finding ed score:
݁݀ ൌ  ݊݅݉ݐݏ݅ܦܿݑܧ ሺඥܸ݉݅݊ଶ  ݊݅݉ܣଶ  ݊݅݉ܦଶ ሻ (4)
14. Forming of equation 1, 2 and 3 of the values above, the
formula (5) is:
ʹݐݏ݅ܦܿݑܧଶ െ ܸ ܿଶ െ  ܿܣଶ െ  ܿܦଶ െ ݁݀ ଶ
ൌ െʹܸݔǤ ܸ ܿെ ʹݔܣǤ  ܿܣെ ʹݔܦǤ ܿܦ
͵ݐݏ݅ܦܿݑܧଶ െ ܸ ݕଶ െ  ݕܣଶ െ  ݕܦଶ െ ݁݀ ଶ
ൌ െʹܸݔǤ ܸ ݕെ ʹݔܣǤ  ݕܣെ ʹݔܦǤ ݕܦ
ݐݏ݅ܦܿݑܧͷଶ െ ܸ ݖଶ െ  ݖܣଶ െ  ݖܦଶ െ ݁݀ ଶ
ൌ െʹܸݔǤ ܸ ݖെ ʹݔܣǤ  ݖܣെ ʹݔܦǤ ݖܦ
15. Find the value of V, A and D to x, using Gauss-Jordan
Elimination method.
Within algorithms,
automatically.

incomplete

data

would

be

fixed

C. Expand CBE
Expand CBE was used to increase the number of terms in
the CBE with dimension values and label emotions. In
expanding CBE used ISEAR1 (International Survey of
Emotion Antecedents and Reactions) as training Dataset.
There were 7666 sentences with label emotions in ISEAR
Dataset and seven label emotions, which are : ‘Anger’,
‘Shame’, ‘Sadness’, ‘Joy’, ‘Fear’, ‘Disgust’, and ‘Guilty’.
CBE known as the system analyzes six basic emotions, then
we would not implement all the labels of ISEAR emotions.
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This research leaves the “Guilty” and “Shame” label
documents.
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) is the topic of
extraction method [6]. With the LDA method expected the
term mapped out in categorical models of emotion. From the
trials, there was no model optimization of the number of
clusters. So by trying some number of clusters, it found the
best 7 cluster.

With all the steps required above, CBE process could be
expected to expand for another training dataset, so that dataset
obtained more complete.
III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
In the process of accuracy testing, there were two things
that to be a concern. Focus on the process of accuracy testing
was a concern to a quality of corpus and the result of emotion
detection. The emotional corpus used was divided into three
cases: WNA+ANEW corpus, non-expand CBE corpus and
CBE with Expand corpus.
For all Dataset from each corpus seen in table 1. On table 1
we can see the total number of a dataset, total incomplete and
complete dataset each corpus.
TABLE I. TOTAL DATA OF EMOTIONAL CORPUS

Fig 6. Step of Expand CBE

Before using LDA method, we used to preprocess the
ISEAR Dataset by lowercase, punctuation removal, stopword
removal and number removal analyze.

Detail

WNA-ANEW

CBE not
expand

CBE with
Expand

Total of data

1.384

1.384

2.056

Total of data
complete

154

982

1.223

Total of data
incomplete

1.230

402

833

Based on table 1, seen that CBE with expanding corpus has
the complete and the highest total of data. But, it needs to
analyze the best result of emotional detection to know corpus
quality.
In this research, there was no interpretation for the position
of the word in the sentences, inverting of the word and the
other linguistic rule. Thus, the results of the detection label
were only seen from the highest frequency scattered on the
words in sentences. The final labeling emotion is seen on
formulas (6).

Fig 7. Schema of Input-Output LDA

Automatic Expand Procedure is the process to choose and
complete the data to be added in the CBE. The steps of
Automatic Expand Procedure are:
• From CBE, the center cluster of term emotional chosen
with the highest probability. It must have label emotion in
CBE, so we can find the center cluster from the result of
LDA analyze.
• For all term emotional, find the Euclidean Distance with
the center of the cluster by sorting the highest to lowest
Euclidean Distance.
• By using 50 terms of threshold, so there was a possibility
the term was removed from the cluster because it has too
long distance to the center cluster.
• To find the complex Attribute, then we need to process the
term emotional by using Automatic tagging procedure.

 ൌ ሺȭሻ

(6)

ISEAR Dataset used as a data testing. Without “Guilty”
and “Shame” label, the amount of data was equal to 5.477.
There are three cases of trials, the first case was used WNA +
ANEW corpus, the second case using a non-expand CBE
corpus, and the third case using the CBE with expanding
corpus. And Evaluation measure used is Recall, Precision, and
F-Measure.
TABLE 2. RESULT OF EXPERIMENT
Case

Recall

Precision

F-Measure

Case 1

0.63

0.42

0.50

Case 2

0.65

0.47

0.54

Case 3

0.73

0.53

0.61

From table 2, shown that emotional detection using CBE with
expanding as corpus with the F-Measure 0.61 better than
others.

1 http://www.affective-sciences.org/system/files/page/2636/

ISEAR.zip, downloaded on December 14, 2014. Linked from
http://www.affective-sciences.org/researchmaterial
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The value of F-measure likely can be enhanced by
developing the quality of corpus and use of linguistic rules in
the detection of emotions. Improving the quality of the corpus
can be done with the use of Part Of Speech Tagging (POS
Tagging)[13], use the decision tree to choice the right rules
[14] for ambiguity word cases, and use weight of word with
calculate the similarity based on structural and behavioral
similarity method [15] in term analysis. Also the
implementation of other methods to expand the corpus, not
only LDA. Linguistic rules can be developed from the analysis
of the sentence structure with use of POS tagging.
IV. CONCLUSION
From the experiment, shown that CBE with expanding has
the better dataset than others. CBE with expanding had the
ability in automatically tagging incomplete data and automatic
expand corpus. Only CBE with expands had the ability. But,
seen from the lowest F-Measure 0.61, It needs the other textmerging concept to analyze the Natural Language Processing
problem.
In the future work, this CBE would be used as a supporting
text emotion detection process. Eventually, this research
would be developed by adding the concept of POS Tagging,
Word Sense Disambiguation, inverting of a word in the
sentence and the other linguistic rule.
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